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to a marked degree of success amongst the population of the
plains and which, pursued with patience, will ultimately lead
to the regeneration and civilisation of the savage tribes.   Material
progress has been made in every direction.    Railways, roads,
irrigation works and sanitation have been pushed forward with
generosity and efficiency.   Agriculture has been encouraged and
assisted.   The cultivation of the sugar cane has received a great
impetus and Formosa is to-day economically independent of
Japan.   The position is an enviable one and the island possesses
two assets of great value besides its many natural resources—its
efficient Japanese administration and its hard-working and thrifty
Formosan population.    They may regard one another a little
askance.   Their criticism of each other may be at times mordant
and rude.    There may exist mutual dislike and suspicion, but
none the less each is the corollary of the other.   The meticulous
Japanese and the truculent Formosan form together an excellent
manage.    There is little love in the household but the house-
keeping is well done.    The Japanese likes to govern and he
governs.   The Formosan loves to make and to save money and
he does both.    Each is satisfied and convinced of his own
superiority over the other.    It would be a mistake to expect
more.    The collaboration of the two races is apparent all over
the island,     Formosa is  China swept and garnished by the
Japanese, and the Japanese are very proficient in sweeping and
garnishing.   They never seem to abandon this favourite occupa-
tion and their country is the best swept and the best garnished
country in the world, with the cleanest population.    To the
traveller the habit at times causes inconvenience.    There is no
escape.   There is no respite—no privacy that is not disturbed,
no detail that is overlooked.    Uncurbed and unrestricted, the
habit becomes one of exasperating fussiness.
An excellent railway with sleeping and restaurant cars takes
the traveller southward from Taihoku through rich cultivated
country across prosperous plains. Rice and sugar cane are the
principal crops. On every side villages, far tidier and better
built than those of China, are scattered over the land, half-
concealed in orchards of trees and groves of bamboo. Here and
there the decorated roof of a temple adds to the quiet gaiety of
the landscape. Away eastward are the mountains rising in
successive tiers to far-away blue peaks of great altitude. From
these uplands, rivers, alternately in flood or nearly dry, find an
outlet for their waters over "wide rock-strewn beds. Now and

